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Course Particulars
Course details:
This class will meet for one hour on Wednesday 9.40 and two hours on Fridays 10.40
and 11.40. The remaining hour on Wednesday 8.40 will be used for make up classes, in
case I have to miss a class during the semester.
Before coming to class you will need to read the required texts, as specified in the
readings section of the syllabus. You will also need to prepare the relevant homework
for that week, i.e. answer the questions (in note form) that are included in this pack. This
will count towards your participation grade.
I will be available for consultation regarding any aspect of this course during my office
hours Wednesday 10:40 Friday 9:40 in my office FA114C . If you cannot see me at
these times you can either write me an email (berges@bilkent.edu.tr) or ask for an
appointment during our spare hour, Wednesday 8:40.
If too many people have classes during my proposed office hours, I will consider
changing them. Please make sure you tell me in the first two weeks of the semester if you
have classes during these times.

Course objectives
The main emphasis of this course will be on the transmission of philosophical skills and
methods. You will learn how to read and write philosophy, how to argue philosophically
and engage in philosophical dialogue. In order to acquire these skills, you must be
willing to practice them even if that means getting it wrong a lot in the beginning!
The skills you will learn, both in this course and its successor, Introduction to
Philosophy II, are meant to be the foundation of what you will learn in philosophy. They
are absolutely rock-bottom techniques for both philosophical thinking and
philosophical/academic writing. As such, we will focus quite heavily on developing
them in this course and, moreover, expect your facility with these skills to be carried
over to the rest of the courses you will take during your philosophy degree. So learn
them! Burn them into your brain. When you are writing your thesis or a difficult paper
on the doctrine of the transcendental ideality of space and time, you do not want to have
to go back and look up how to formulate a citation in ### format or how, exactly, to
understand the point of a particular argumentative technique.
A well-known trick for success in physical activity is to develop ''muscle memory'' with
regard to certain skills. Think of the last time you thought about how to tie your shoes
(i.e. when you were 3.) A similar, but less well-known trick for academic success is to
develop ''muscle memory'' with regard to certain reading, writing, and interpretational
skills. After sufficient training, you will have honed your abilities to detect important
features of a philosophical view. The more honed this skill, the easier you find it to
discover the important bits of a piece of philosophical prose. [Caveat emptor: as Austin
said once of ordinary language philosophy, this feeling can be the first step in finding
interesting parts of a philosophical text, but it certainly shouldn't be the last step. You
need to go on and justify your feelings.]
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Assessment
Test

Due date

Specifications

%

Short piece of writing 10 October in class

300-500 words long

10

Broken down
question

04 November in
class

500-750 words long

10

3 questions essay

25 November in
class

750 -1000 words long 15

Step by step essay

16 December

1000 -1500 words 15

Final essay

submit during
exams.

1500-2000 words

25

Participation

From week 1 to 15

Includes evidence of
reading, homework, and
attendance

25

Submission policy:
All material submitted must be typed and word-processed. Late submissions will only be
considered if an extension has been agreed on before the deadline.
You must submit a copy of your work electronically on Turnitin via Moodle.

Plagiarism
For the university's plagiarism policy which will be strictly observed, see:
http://www.provost.bilkent.edu.tr/procedures/AcademicHonesty.htm

Grading criteria
I will make an overall judgment of the quality of your work, but in forming my
judgment I will pay particular attention to the following criteria:
Content: Knowledge and understanding of the relevant texts, facts, philosophical
concepts and theories.
Argument: Quantity and quality of reasoning used in support of, or criticism of the
positions discussed; consistency and coherence; depth of analysis.
Clarity: Clarity of essay structure and verbal expression; succinctness; use of language;
and quality of presentation.
Independence: The extent to which you think for yourself, rather than regurgitating what
you have read or heard; imaginative use of examples.
Relevance: Have you answered the question as set? Is everything you have written
relevant to the conclusion you wish to establish (whether in support of it, or as an
objection to be answered)?
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Weekly Syllabus
Week

Date (W, F)

1

Friday 23/09

2

28/09
30/09

Texts

topic

Introduction

Coursepack
Warren, 76-66.

'What do philosophers do?'
How to read a philosophical
text

3

05/10
07/10

Warren, ch.1
Plato and Diotima

4

12/10
14/10

Warren ch.2
Identifying a thesis
Aristotle and late Pythagoreans Short due Friday in class.

5

19/10
21/10

Warren ch.3
Augustine and Hildegard

Identifying an argument

6

26/10

Warren ch.4
Abelard and Heloise

Answering the Question
no class Friday

7

02/11

Warren ch.5
Descartes and Elizabeth

Using Examples
No class Friday

8

09/11
11/11

No new text

Examples continued
Broken down question due
Friday

9

16/11
18/11

Warren ch. 6
Hobbes and Macaulay

Constructing and
argument.

10

23/11
25/11

Warren ch.7
Locke and Masham

Constructing a thesis statement
3 questions essay due Friday

11

30/11
02/12

Warren ch. 8
Leibniz and Conway

Writing an introduction

12

07/12
09/12

Warren ch. 9
Rousseau and
Wollstonecraft

Objections:
counterarguments

13

14/12
16/12

Warren ch. 11
Mill and Taylor

Objections: counterexamples
Step by step essay due Friday

14

21/12
23/12

Work on Final Essay

15

28/12
30/12

Revisions

Using the text

Final Essay due exam week
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How to interpret a philosophical text
When you present a piece of philosophical work, you will need to evaluate the material
you have been reading. However, you can only evaluate something if you understand it.
In order to understand a philosophical text, you need to be able to answer two questions:
1. What is the author saying, i.e. what does he/she want you to believe?
2. How is the author defending his/her view? What reasons does he/she give you to
believe that this view is right?
To answer question 1 you need to identify the author's thesis (there might be more than
one in the text, but always work on one at a time).
A thesis is a statement of what the author wants the reader to believe is the case.

e.g. "There is no such thing as a just war"
"Plato's claim that the soul has three parts is not defendable
because it is psychologically unsound".

When you state a thesis, whether your own or your interpretation of someone else's,
must always be stated clearly and succinctly, i.e. one sentence long rather than one
paragraph. Try to distinguish the actual thesis statement from contextual information the
author gives.

e.g.: "Much has been argued in favour of a distinction between
just and unjust wars", "One of the most interesting arguments
in Plato's Republic is that for the division of the soul". These
remarks are not part of the thesis.

You should also try to find a quotation from the text in which the author states the thesis.
However, this may be difficult if the author does not write in a clear and succinct
manner. The thesis may be broken down and spread over several sentences. In this case
you may quote parts from each of the sentences and link them this way:
"part 1 […] part 2 […] part 3 […]."
The thesis statement may also be ambiguous. This means that the sentence which
expresses the thesis may have several distinct meanings. The author may only intend to
mean one thing, or he/she may intend to mean more.
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For example Plato says in the Republic that it is always in one's interest to be
just. However, if one reads the entire text, it appears that being just means
either of two things. The first is the conventional meaning, i.e. to treat others
fairly. The second is a Platonic meaning, i.e. achieving harmony of the soul.
One could argue that it is possible to achieve harmony without treating others
fairly. By disambiguating Plato's thesis, we find that there is a need for further
argument. Is Plato right to believe that conventional justice and psychic
harmony always go together? If so does he give reasons?
This is how you can end up 'doing philosophy' by identifying a thesis.

When you state the thesis in your own words (which you must always do), you must do
so clearly even if the author doesn't
To answer question 2 you need to identify the author's argument.
An argument, in the critical thinking sense, is a set of statements which together
provide good reasons for believing something. The reasons are called premises, and
what you give reasons for is called the conclusion.
Hence, when asked to identify an argument in a text, you should identify a set of
statements some of which you will call premises and one of which you will call the
conclusion.
Your answer to the question 'what is the argument presented?' should look like this:

Premise 1: …..
Premise 2: ……
(Premise 3, 4, etc:….)
Conclusion:….

Each statement, premise or conclusion, should be no longer than one short sentence.
There are ways to recognise which part of a text constitutes premises and which part is a
conclusion: look for argument indicating expressions.
There are two kinds:
Conclusion Indicating Expressions - CIE
Premise Indicating Expressions - PIE
When you see a CIE, it probably means that a premise comes before it, and a conclusion
follows:
Premise 1 (and 2 and 3) CIE Conclusion
When you see a PIE, it probably means that a conclusion comes before it, and a premise
follows:
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Conclusion PIE Premise 1 (and 2 and 3).
Here are some CIE:

Premise

The little cat is dead

CIE

Therefore
Hence
So
Thus
It follows that

Conclusion

I am sad

Here are some PIE:

Conclusion

I am sad

PIE

Because
As
Since
For
Follows from

Premise

The little cat is
dead

Note:
Not all written or spoken arguments contain argument indicating expressions.
Sometimes you just need to look at the meaning and context of a set of statements to
realise that it is an argument.
The expressions listed above do not always indicate arguments.
E.g. the word 'so' in the sentence 'this is so boring' does not indicate an argument.
Again, you need to look at the meaning, context, and use your common sense.
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Some Useful Terminology for arguments:

'argument': a proposition along with some reasons for accepting that proposition.
'conclusion': the proposition for which reasons are offered.
'premise': reasons given for a conclusion.
'valid': an argument is valid when it is impossible for the premises to be true and the
conclusion false.
'sound': and argument is sound when it is valid and has true premises.
An example of a valid but unsound argument:
If I roll a double six then Elvis is alive.
I rolled a double six
Therefore Elvis is alive.
The form is fine but the premises are false.
An example of a sound argument:
P1 If you miss class a lot you will get a low attendance grade
P2 You've missed class a lot
C Therefore you will get a low attendance grade.
It is valid (same form as the one above) and the premises are true.
Bad arguments are also called fallacies and they fall in roughly three categories:
1) the invalid (formal fallacies)
2) the unconvincing
3) the rhetorical.
Here are a few examples of fallacies in each of these categories.
1) Formal Fallacies.
Affirming the consequent:
If P then Q
If you cross the bridge to Rumeli Hr you will be in Europe
Q
You are in Europe
Therefore P
You must have crossed the bridge to Rumeli Hr.

Denying the antecedent:
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If P then Q
Not P
Therefore not Q

If you cross the bridge to Rumeli Hr you will be in Europe
You did not cross the bridge to Rumeli Hr
Therefore you are not in Europe.

The examples demonstrates that the forms are invalid. Clearly one could be in Europe
without crossing that bridge. (e.g. one could be born in Europe, or fly to Europe
bypassing Istanbul altogether.)
Closely related are cases of the undistributed middle. Can you think of examples for
these?
All Fs are G
n is G
Therefore n is F
All Fs are G
n is not F
Therefore n is not G.
2) The unconvincing
The best example of an argument that is valid but unconvincing is circularity or begging
the question. This means that the conclusion is presupposed, or 'smuggled' in the
premises.
A circular argument looks like this.
P
Therefore P.
Or like this

If Q then R
Not R
P
If S then T
S
Therefore P.
Example:
The minister is not guilty of taking bribes, for no honest man would do so and he is
perfectly honest.
What is presupposed here?
3) Rhetorical devices.
Ad hominem arguments:
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An important person says P
Therefore P.
e.g. The pope says euthanasia is wrong
Therefore euthanasia is wrong.
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Weekly homework
The following pages give you the weekly readings and homework.
The texts are all in Karen Warren (ed) An Unconventional History of Western
Philosophy. Please make sure you bring the text book to every class, as we will be
working on the texts in class.
You should read the specified texts before coming to class and also try and prepare
answers to the questions in the spaces provided on this coursepack. You should bring the
coursepack (with your answers) to class every week.
Your answers to the coursepack questions should be in (short) note form. You will be
asked to discuss them in class in small groups and in short, individual presentations.
Not doing the homework will lower your participation grade significantly.

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TEXTS WITH YOU IN
CLASS. YOU SHOULD HAVE READ AT LEAST SOME OF THE TEXTS
BEFORE YOUR WEDNESDAY MORNING CLASS.
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WEEK 2

What do Philosophers do?
Reading: Theano’s Letter to Nikostrate, 76-77.
AIM: By the end of the week, we want to have as clear as possible a statement of the
nature and purpose of philosophical inquiry, as well as some idea of its scope.
Read the text, discuss and write down:
What are the main points the author makes?
How does the author make those points?
In philosophical terms, you are asking yourself what thesis the philosopher is trying to
defend and argument they are using to do so.
Process review:
How did we use the texts in our discussion?
When philosophers write they usually state a thesis, i.e. what they believe is the right
answer to a philosophical question.
Then they argue for that thesis, offering the reader a set of premises, which taken
together lead to a conclusion.
These arguments can be sound or unsound, that is, they can be valid, and their premises
be true (sound), or they can be valid and their premises false, or invalid and their
premises true (unsound in both cases).
Philosophers also often anticipate possible objections to their arguments and attempt to
reply to them.
When you write a philosophical essay, you should try to do the same.
When you read a philosophical text, you should try to think of further objections and ask
yourself whether they are answerable from the point of view of the author.
What did you find particularly problematic or difficult? Write it down here and look
again in a month's time to see if you still have the same problems.
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WEEK 3

Reading: Warren, ch.1
Plato and Diotima
AIM:
Learn to use passages from the text to support your points in writing.

Read the texts and the introduction, and listen to a short lecture paying
particular attention to the following points and taking notes on them:
-

Platoʼs theory of the forms and of knowledge
the historicity of Diotima
Love and Philosophy in the symposium
The place of the immortal soul and love in the Pheadrus

Read the questions for reflection on p.60 of your book and discuss them in
small groups.
Make sure you identify all the relevant passages in the text for answering
the questions.

Short piece of writing (due Friday 14/10 in class)
Is the love referred to by Diotima in the Symposium and Socrates in the
Phaedrus the same kind of thing as what we normally call love? If so why,
if not why not? Use passages from both texts to support your answer.):
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WEEK 4
Reading: Warren ch.2
Aristotle and late Pythagoreans
AIM:
Learn to identify a thesis in a text.
The thesis of a text is the main claim the author is making, that which they
want you to believe and that which they attempt to argue for.

Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to
the short lecture, paying particular attention to the notions of virtue,
context, and character development.
Read Nicomachean Ethics, excerpt 1.
What is the main claim Aristotle makes in that passage?
Find the relevant text and state the thesis in your own words.

Read Nichomachean Ethics, excerpts 5 and 6:
What are the virtues? Identify the relevant passages of the text for your
answer.
How does Aristotleʼs answer to that question support his thesis in excerpt
1?
Read Theanoʼs Letter to Nikostrate and Periktioneʼs text:
What are the main claims of each text? How do they fit with Aristotleʼs
ethics? Do you see any relevant differences?
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WEEK 5
Reading: Warren ch.3
Augustine and Hildegard
AIM:
Learn to identify and argument and itʼs parts.
Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to
the short lecture, paying particular attention to the use of argument related
terminology.
Read Augustine xii (18) and note the conclusion he draws: “Therefore as
long as they exist, they are good.”
Reconstruct the argument, looking for premises in the text that lead to this
conclusion. What makes this argument either good or bad?

Bonus question (if you finish early):
In Excerpts from Augustineʼs Literal Commentary on Genesis, look for an
argument, including premises and a conclusion.
Philosophical texts also contain non-arguments. Here are some examples:
1. Reports, advice, warnings can all be used in examples of as rhetorical
devices.
2. Statements of belief or opinion can be used to introduce an argument,
or to state the reason why an argument is needed.
3. Explanations (because…) are not arguments, but statements of
(sometimes scientific) facts to answer a why question. A philosophical
explanation may involve analyzing a concept.
4. Expository passages define a topic or area in sufficient detail so that we
may construct arguments about it. Sometimes we may expose a
philosophical system (e.g. Kant or Hegel).
5. Allegories and metaphors can do the same work as exposition or
explanations but indirectly and with more subtlety (eg. Plato in the
Phaedrus).
Read Hildegard, book I, Vision 4.
What philosophical methods does the author use in this passage?
Distinguish each one and explain.
Are there any arguments? Are there any arguments suggested by non
argumentative forms?
Work on the questions for reflection p. 125 in small groups.
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WEEK 6
Reading: Warren ch.4
Abelard and Heloise, Letter 5 (below)
AIM:
Learn to answer a question.
Read the texts, including the passages cited in the lecture and the added
text below.
On the nature of philosophical questions:
There is no simple answer, and formulating the question is itself a
philosophical exercise (see Heloiseʼs letter 5, below). It requires some
handle on the problem, knowledge of the literature and analytical skills to
help you formulate the right question.
A good philosophical question leads to a good discussion ‒ not to a simple
answer.
Letter 5 is a good philosophical question. It uses the literature (Jerome,
Benedict) and relevant examples.
Like a normal question, a philosophical question requires a pertinent
answer.
E.g. “Itʼs raining” is not a pertinent answer to the question “What time is
it?”
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Broken Down Question (due Friday 11 November)
Answer the question below, going through all the sub questions,
and note how the question is divided up.
Question:
Do either Abelardʼs or Heloiseʼs ethical outlook allow for
individual variations in the way they achieve the good life?

Questions you need to answer to tackle the main question:
1) What do the texts tell us about Abelardʼs ethical outlook?
2) What do the texts tell us about Heloiseʼs ethical outlook?
3) What would it mean for an ethical theory to allow for
individual variations in achieving the good life? List a few of the
possibilities and explain them.
4) Among the possibilities listed in 3, can any be found in the
texts you examined?
5) Formulate your answer to the question in one short paragraph.
This will be your answer to the main question, and would be the
thesis if you were to write an essay.
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WEEK 7
Reading: Warren ch.5
Descartes and Elizabeth
AIM:
Learn to use examples to illustrate your arguments.
Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to the short
lecture, paying particular attention to the examples that Descartes and Elizabeth use.
MIND BODY DUALISM:
In the first part of her correspondence with Descartes, Elizabeth presents what has
become the most famous objection to Descartesʼs dualism:
Descartes believes that the soul and the body are distinct, that they are made of
different stuff. Yet, he also believes that there are causal relations between mind and
body.
e.g.: if I feel dehydrated (body) I decide (soul) to drink water.
If I want to go for a swim, I jump in the water.
In these examples, deciding and wanting are movements of the soul, whereas
sensations and actions belong to the body.
Descartes believes that the best way to explain these mind-body interactions is to posit
that the soul lives in a small gland at the back of the brain.
Elizabethʼs objection is as follows:
If the soul is immaterial (occupies no physical space) and the body is material
(occupies physical space) how is it possible for one to cause the other to change?
Causation happens through physical contact (direct or indirect) but no such
contact is possible between the material and the immaterial.
Other philosophers embracing substance dualism (the view that the mind and the body
are different substances) have tried to find a way around this problem.
Malebranche ‒ Occasionalism
God is the only agent capable of causation.
There are no direct causal relations between our bodies and our souls. God just makes
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sure that the two change at the same time.
e.g. when I decide I want to swim, God plucks my body and drops it in the water.
When I feel thirsty, God puts the idea of drinking in my mind.
Not only does this solution gives God a lot of work, but it doesnʼt work! (Work out why)

Exercise:
Read the first two letters carefully:
What is Descartesʼs answer to Elizabeth?
Descartes uses an example: is it relevant? Why or why not?
APPLYING THEORIES
When we give an example, we look for instances in the real or fictional world, of nontheoretical, easy to grasp, evocative facts or events which can help understand a
philosophical point.
Itʼs a lot like using apples to help a child learn to count.
But philosophy interacts with the real world both ways: it can also be applied, in the
same way that maths can be used to develop economic theories.
(Note that here I am using analogies, not examples to illustrate my points).
Exercise:
The letters in section II are Descartesʼ attempt to apply his theory of the soul to
medicine.
Read these letters. What do Descartesʼs attempt tell us about his views of reason, the
emotions and the body?
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Three Questions Essay: (due Friday 25 November in class)

Elizabeth gives several examples to illustrate the inseparability of mind and body.
What are they? Are they convincing? Can you thing of others?
Answer in three parts:
1) Identify the examples in the text. Cite them with page numbers, letterʼs date, and a
description of the example and how it works.
You should select at least two examples from the text, but no more than four.
2) Explain for each example you cited why you think it works or not.
3) Give at least one example of your own and explain why it makes a compelling case
for either the separability or the inseparability of mind and body.
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WEEK 9
Reading: Warren ch. 6
Hobbes and Macaulay
AIM:
Learn to construct your own argument.
Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to the short
lecture, paying particular attention to the ways in which the authors defend their
theses.
Themes to focus on: equality, liberty, state of nature, government, punishment,
education.
How to construct an argument:
Find your conclusion ‒ which is that which you want to argue for, i.e. your thesis, part
of your thesis, or a step towards your thesis.
e.g. “We cannot be free in the state of nature”.
Next, find reasons for your conclusion. What would you have to say to persuade
somebody that your conclusion is true? What would make them believe it?
Ways to do this:
- ask yourself why?
- brainstorm
- look in the texts
Study the terms (main words) of your conclusion in order to identify reasons for
believing it.
In my example you will need to state reasons that define freedom and the state of
nature and link the two together.
Try Hobbeʼs definition of Freedom:
“Liberty is freedom from external impediments”
Then explain why we cannot have such freedom in the state of nature. Perhaps
because of the absence of predictability?
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Your premises (reasons) must be justified. So when you write out your arguments in an
essay, you must explain what the premises mean, give examples to illustrate them,
and cite the text in support.
Exercise:
Try writing an argument for the following conclusion:
C: It is the duty of the government to ensure that every child, boy or girl, is educated.

How to argue with an author in a text:
There are two questions you could be asking:
1) Is author A right that X? or Do you agree with A that X? (the two mean the same)
2) Which of the two accounts is better, Aʼs or Bʼs?
1) Start by identifying what the author says and state it in a premise:
P1: A says x.
You will need to find clear evidence in the text for this and cite it, explaining in your
own words what it means.
Next you should evaluate x in a second premise:
P2: x is true/false
You will need to defend this premise by giving reasons why x is true or false.
Sometimes this may necessitate another argument.
Last, you conclude :
C: I agree / disagree with A.
2) More or less the same but with one or more extra premises.
P1: A says x
P2: B says y or not x
P3: x and y cannot both be true
P4: x is true/ y is true / x is false/ y is false
C: therefore A/B is right.
Exercise:
Which account of punishment do you prefer: Hobbes or Macaulayʼs? Give an argument
to support your answer.
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WEEK 10
Reading: Warren ch.7
Locke and Masham
AIM:
Learn to construct a thesis statement.
Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to the short
lecture, paying particular attention to the place of reason in education.

The Rationalist/Empiricist debate:
Descartes: The only reliable truths come from reason as the senses are deceitful.
Locke: All ideas come from (sensory) experience. None are innate. The mind at birth is
blank (a ʻtabula rasaʼ).
Complex disagreement about what can be known and how it can be known.
Kantʼs formulation of the disagreement:
There are really two distinctions of truths on the one hand and knowledge on the other.
Truths can be synthetic or analytic.
Knowledge can be a posteriori or a priori (before or after sensory experience).
Most (but not all) synthetic truths are knowledgeable a posteriori.
Most (but not all) analytic truths are knowledgeable a priori.
Read the texts again. There is plenty of material in them about reason, knowledge,
faith, education, skepticism and gender. This means that there is plenty of ʻfood for
thoughtʼ.
This is something you can use to nourish your philosophical creativity by thinking
through what other philosophers have written.
Creative philosophy is not regurgitation (what birds do to feed their babies). It is the
effect on your abilities of a properly digested, well balanced diet of reading philosophy.
Just like digesting food, digesting philosophy is a process and takes time. And efficient
digestion also requires exercise: you need to practice reading and writing often.
What this means in practice:
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- you donʼt create something out of nothing. You need fuel to come up with
interesting philosophical ideas.
- you should always acknowledge your sources so that (1) you can show that
your own ideas are distinct and contribute originally to an existing debate and (2) you
avoid charges of plagiarism! (3) you can give the reader the context needed to
understand what you are saying.

Step by step essay: (due Friday 16 December in class)
1) Formulate a thesis inspired by your readings from this week.
Your thesis statement should be no longer than three lines.
It should state clearly something you believe to be true, and that you intend to
argue for.
It should be deep and controversial.

2) Formulate the question that your thesis is an answer to.
Sometimes we come to a thesis by answering a question, and a question
comes out of a problem. So: if you identify a philosophical problem you can
turn it into a question, and that can lead you to a thesis. Conversely, a thesis
should always be the answer to a question.
3) In one paragraph, explain how your thesis relates to the texts, i.e. link it to
one particular bit of text, or to one or more argument in the texts, explain
what the author does in that passage and then explain why what you are
going to defend is different.
4) Outline a possible way to support your thesis, i.e. give an argument, with a
conclusion (which should be a version of your thesis, or part of it) and
premises (reasons for your conclusion).
Follow the steps, and make it clear that you are following them!
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WEEK 11
Reading: Warren ch. 8
Leibniz and Conway
AIM:
Learn to write an introduction for a philosophy essay.
Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to the short
lecture, paying particular attention to Warrenʼs introduction.
Writing an introduction
Reread Warrenʼs introduction. It contains two elements:
- a biographical element
- a theoretical element summarizing the ideas that the two authors are famous for.
YOU NEVER NEED TO DO THIS!
(At least not unless you are writing an introductory textbook).

Warren is introducing authors and their texts to undergraduate students who may not
have previous knowledge of them.
In an essay, you will introduce a thesis and a structured argumentation answering a
question set by a teacher (me) who is more familiar with the texts you discuss than you
are!
So what I am not familiar with as a reader of your essay?
Your answer to the question.
What might I need help focusing on?
The structure of your argument.
So do not assume I will read through your essay and that I will understand at once
what you are saying! You need to give me a map of your thought in the introduction.
No hooks! I am not a fish! Nor am I an agent: I am not going to decide whether or not
to read your essay depending on whether I find the first few lines catchy. What I am
looking for is clarity of argument.
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So think of your introduction as a key to the essay, rather than an interesting preamble.
Summarizing the texts:
You should not summarize the texts in your introduction. But you may need to write a
sentence or two about which part/ argument of the text is relevant to your thesis.
Later on in the essay, you may need to say more about the texts you engage with, to
support a premise in an argument, or study an objection or example.
You already know that some of your arguments will rely on your interpretation of the
text. So you need to be able to summarize philosophical texts. This often means
extracting the main thesis and principal arguments. Once you have done that, you can
decide what you need to say in the introduction.
Hereʼs a model:
Question: Is there a good argument for P?
Thesis: Yes, there is a good argument for P.
Introduction:
Author A, in her work W, presents an argument for P. In this essay I will argue that
although Aʼs argument is not without objections, these objections can be addressed
and we too can conclude that P. I will focus on two particularly powerful objections to
Aʼs argument, from author B, and show that they can be answered.

Note that I use a second author, here, B. I refer to secondary literature.
You can use secondary literature as some will help you focus on the relevant parts of
the text. But you must exercise caution: always give a reference! And beware
commentaries that are not published in reputable philosophy journals!
Exercise:
Choose one question on p.286 and
(1) summarize the relevant text
(2) formulate a thesis statement answering the question.
(3) Think about how you might defend your thesis in an essay
(4) write an introduction for this (unwritten) essay.
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WEEK 12
Reading: Warren ch. 9
Rousseau and Wollstonecraft
AIM:
Learn to construct an objection as counter-argument.
Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to the short
presentation, paying particular attention to what the two authors have in common and
how they differ.
Rousseau argues that women are unlike men by nature so that their happiness will
depend on different things, and so that they will need to be educated differently.
Wollstonecraft objects the following:
If women are mere animals, then they are not fit to be the companions of men.
What distinguishes animals from human beings is reason.
So if women are human beings, rather than animals, then are reasonable beings.
But reason is not relative, and in particular, it needs to be nurtured in everyone in the
same way.
Therefore, either women should not be menʼs companions, or they should be educated
in the same way.
Her objection is a counter-argument.
What are objections for?
To show that a conclusion is unwarranted or false.
Why should we want to do that?
Sometimes, because as in Wollstonecraft and Rousseauʼs case, we think that a
conclusion is harmful and needs to be shown to be false.
Sometimes, we object to an argument not because we disagree with the
conclusion but because we need to make sure that it is in fact correct, and that the
argument that is given for it is the strongest it can be. So you should always be
prepared to respond to objections and to object to your own arguments.
Exercise:
1. Pick an argument in the text (Rousseau or Wollstonecraft)
2. Analyze the argument in terms of premises and conclusion.
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3. Construct a counter-argument to the argument you chose.
4. Try to reply to your own objection (optional).
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WEEK 13
Reading: Warren ch. 11
Mill and Taylor
AIM:
Learn to construct an objection as counter-example.

Read the texts, including the introduction and commentary, and listen to the short
lecture, paying particular attention to the practical nature of the authorʼs proposals.
In the “Enfranchisement of Women” the author dispels preliminary objections to giving
women equal rights and status.
These objections take the form of “It has always been so” . I.e. they enjoin us to look
at the evidence around us, and realize that through history and all other the world
women are always subjugated, and to conclude that it is nonsensical to claim that
things should be otherwise.
How does this objection work?
Itʼs a common enough objection: “Itʼs just the way things are”, “Be a realist”.
But itʼs based on an argument which contains a false premise:
P1: If things are like this and have always been, then itʼs how they ought to be.
P2: Things are like this
Therefore thatʼs how they ought to be.
There are two ways we can refute such an argument:
1. attack the first (false) premise.
2. object to the second premise by giving counter-examples.

Can you think of counter examples to the objection Taylor considers?

Exercise:
Find the next two objections in the text. What sort of objections are they? (i.e. counterargument or counter-example).
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On p.376, Mill considers an objection to giving women equal rights “It will be said
perhaps, that the greater …”
How does this objection work?
Itʼs an argument supported by examples: womenʼs nature is X, e.g. they have
hysterics.
On p.377, Mill replies to this objecton: “Even if it were true…”
What sort of reply is this?

Final Essay: (due exams week)
Is it ever justifiable for the law to treat some people as inferior to
others?
Follow the instructions below:
- Answer the question with a thesis statement.
- Develop an argument with reference to the texts!
- Consider two objections to your argument : one counter-argument,
one counter-example.
- Reply to your objections.
- Use examples throughout to illustrate your points.
- Make sure you make one point per paragraph!
- Draft your introduction according to week 11 guidelines.
- List your references at the end.
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Jack Woods' Essay Writing Techniques
1. Use clear, simple prose. There is a temptation in philosophy to try to sound deep, grand, sophisticated,
or literary. Resist! These sorts of touches come later. Professional philosophers should also aim for
clear, simple prose. But often they fail at this. It is partially your job to make up for their failure by
explaining their point clearly and simply in your own words. For example, if their name is “the
highest one”, do not write “that than which no higher can be conceived” as (a) this does not mean the
same thing and (b) makes the reader do far too much work.
2. Less is more. Do not attempt to kick out the chocks from underneath, say, Rationalism or Theism in
your first paper. Rather, pick a small issue which makes a major point and go after it with tweezers
and a scalpel. Be clear about what the issue is, what is plausible about some solution to it, what is not
and then decide on the basis of reasons whether or not this solution is tenable. I guarantee you that
you will learn far more about the entire topic in this way.
3.

Give examples. Philosophers love examples. A freshly thought-up accurate example of your own is
incontrovertible proof that you understand something. For every claim you make, give an example to
illustrate it (within reason!) This will make me happy.

4.

Similarly with counterexamples. Whenever you make a claim, think about how someone might
respond (again, within reason!). Then modify your position or include a pair of responses and your
rebuttal.

5.

Minimize long quotations---though be generous with citations to the work that you draw on, both
explicitly and implicitly. It will serve you better in the long run to be able to paraphrase arguments in
your own words. An eye for when to include a quote and when to paraphrase is a valuable and
difficult thing to develop. Start early.

6.

Be generous. Most philosophers are not left speechless at objections; try to respond on the behalf of
the person or view you are raising problems for. Again, among the valuable skills you should
endeavor to develop is the sense for what is appealing about a view that you find false. It is a good
assumption that the people we will read are NOT STUPID. Do them the service of believing it of them.

7. Keep the structure simple. If you are arguing that Q on the basis of P, then structure your essay thus: I
will argue that Q because P. Here is an argument that Q on the basis of P. I am arguing Q on the basis
of P. Here are objections to Q because of P or just to Q. These objections don't work. I am rebutting
criticism of my thesis: Q on the basis of P. In this essay, I have argued that Q on the basis of P and then
addressed some criticisms of this claim. The end. This might sound too simple. It is not. Philosophy
can be incredibly difficult; it is thus important to be as clear as possible as to what you are doing while
you do it.
8. Finally, everything in your essay should be aimed at establishing your conclusion. Do not waste words.
If it doesn't support your thesis, have to do with an objection to it, or serve to inform the reader where
they are in the paper, delete it. Except your name. Keep this at the top left of the first page.
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